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PREVAILING
ASPIRATIONS

Dale Sprigg / POOL ENVIRONMENTS

I’ve always been drawn to both the art and the science of our profession. Nothing is more rewarding than the first 

moments of pencil sketching the initial concepts that have been floating around in your head, but I also love to switch 

gears and breakdown the functional side of building and operating our projects as safe and efficient as possible. This is 

the ultimate “left brain / right brain” combination, and throw in the people skills required to communicate all this to a client, 

and it’s not hard to see what makes those at the top unique.

Starting out in the bottom rungs of this industry, plumbing was something I never gave a second thought to. Crews in the 

field did whatever they felt was needed, not based on any facts, but simply because that’s the way they’ve always done 

it. No thought was given to actual flow rates, or pump efficiency. If a pump was rated at 100gpm, then it was assumed 

that’s what you got, regardless. Line sizes seemed to be based on the simple theory that if 1.5” PVC pipe had to be used 

on the pump inlet, then it might as well be used for the entire run. 

The introduction of the Virginia Graeme Baker Act and Variable Speed Pumps, along with a desire to offer commercial 

pools, awakened me to the critical influence and importance of watershape hydraulics. While picking the brains of a
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few engineer friends helped me understand some basic concepts, I don’t think anything has been as important 

to the progression of my career as attending the Genesis Basic & Advanced Hydraulics courses. This should be a 

prerequisite for anyone having input on your projects are plumbed, and if you’ve not yet taken I urge you to sign up 

today.

Having the right knowledge and tools is empowering. I love having the confidence in knowing that what I plan on 

paper will work just as intended in the real world. The same science applies to a 10’ negative edge as a 100’, a 1HP 

pump as a 5HP pump. I’ve been able to work in many of the supplied calculations to our own budgeting templates, 

allowing me to have instant validation or catch any errors. Not all clients will share my same passion of water flowing 

through plastic, but it’s a topic whose importance I stress to each. Written on a proposal I don’t think the true size of 

a pipe is obvious, with many only thinking a 4” pipe is twice as big as a 2”. In reality the 4” pipe holds almost 4 times to 

volume, with 4 times less resistance, something I find easier to demonstrate with a few small samples.

Typically, the largest gains can be had in the sizing of the long plumbing runs between pool and equipment, but I’d 

urge you not to overlook the routing at the pad itself. I was recently asked to look at a commercial pool project for 

another (unqualified) builder. He was having troubled meeting the required turnover, coming up 20GPM short, and 

was about to tear out a new concrete deck to install larger diameter pipe, along with a bigger pump. Looking over the 

original specifications, the math made sense and should have easily met the requirements. Only upon seeing the 



equipment layout in person was the real problem obvious. We were able to re-plumb only at the pad site, changing 

out valves and eliminating elbows, giving us more than enough of the missing GPM. The shame of it is that if this was 

a residential pool without all the checks required for commercial work, no one would have known any wiser, and the 

homeowner would be the one paying the higher long term operation costs.

I love looking over endless pictures of the amazing pools we’ve all built, but to me a perfectly plumbed equipment set 

can be just as sexy.

Yeah science, bitches.

Dale Sprigg

Pool Environments

http://poolenvironments.com/





WATER RUNS DOWNHILL... 
AND OTHER HYDRAULICS ABSOLUTES

Scott Cummings PLA, ASLA, CBP / Design Ecology

Years of experience with both new installations as well as the repair and remodel of existing swimming pool systems has 

provided a unique perspective on pool plumbing for hydraulic efficiency.  Far too often and even in the case of high end 

builders we see the same plumbing mistakes repeated.  Improper pipe sizing, inefficient equipment layouts and disregard 

of manufacturer’s installation instructions are all easily avoidable, but all too common. 

One of the most common and potentially the most detrimental mistakes is the incorrect sizing of pool plumbing lines.  

Undersized pipe can result not only in reduced pool pump efficacy, increased pump noise, shortened pump life, and 

reduced pool water quality but can also potentially create unsafe swimming conditions.  The 2015 International Swimming 

Pool & Spa Code limits flow velocities within suction plumbing lines to 6 feet / second and return lines to 8 feet / second.  

With common variable speed pumps capable of flowing over 135 GPM at 50’ of TDH (total dynamic head) a minimum 4” sch 

40 PVC pipe would be required on the suction side. 



Calculating head pressure and determining flow rate is a step that should be taken on even the most basic pool plumbing 

design.  If isolation valves are used on either suction or return pluming the full flow of the pump must be accommodated 

by any piping section which can be isolated.  This will ensure that it is impossible to overdrive the plumbing even if a valve 

is set to an incorrect operating position or in the event of an actuator failure.  If isolation valves are not used the total flow 

velocity for a piping system may be divided equally between the pipes.  Verifying that the pluming is sized properly for 

the maximum possible flow rates will minimize the potential for injury related to suction entrapment and will ensure that 

the pump operates as quietly and as energy efficiently as possible.  

Even with appropriately sized plumbing, a poor equipment pad layout can have dramatic negative effects on the hydraulic 

efficiency of the system.  A well thought out and preplanned equipment layout will minimize the number and proximity 

of elbows and other fittings.  Each fitting beyond the absolute minimum required will reduce the efficiency of the system.  

Making use of sweep elbows like those included in Jandy’s versaflow equipment plumbing kits can further increase 

efficiency.  



Scaled detail drawings of the equipment pad, in both plan view and section, can be excellent tools to help guide the 

plumber on where to stub up each pipe and how to set up the manifold.  3-D modeling programs including sketchup 

can be utilized to create realistic equipment pad layouts in even greater detail.  Taking a little more time to plan out the 

equipment placement beyond a typical pool equipment plumbing diagram can save time on installation and minimize the 

number of fittings required.



Simply following the pool equipment manufacturers 

installation instructions is one of the easiest ways to 

ensure that the equipment will operate as intended.  Each 

manufacturer supplies specific installation instructions in the 

individual product manuals.  Reading and following these 

guidelines is necessary for every equipment set, but is often 

overlooked by the installers due to poor training or bad 

habits that they may be reluctant to change.    

It is not uncommon to find pool systems where the plumber 

has ignored the manufactures installation instructions 

or where maintenance / repair technicians have modified 

pluming to take the systems out of compliance.  For example; 

It is not uncommon to find a 90-elbow installed directly into 

a pump inlet.  Pentair recommends that any valve, elbow or 

tee installed in the suction line should be no closer to the 

front of the pump than five (5) times the diameter of the 

suction line pipe. 





Three-inch (3”) & four-inch (4”) schedule 40 suction lines allow for unrestricted flow to the pumps within the velocity 

requirements set by the 2015 International Swimming Pool & Spa Code.  The need for fittings was minimized by the 

straight line run to the equipment pad and the well-planned pool equipment layout.

The pool equipment layout minimized the need for fitting and Jandy Versaplumb sweep elbows were used where possible.  

This provided a clean, organized equipment pad that is easily serviceable.  Additionally, it minimizes flow restrictions 

though the equipment and maximizes efficiency.  

Scott Cummings PLA, ASLA, CBP

Partner & Principal Landscape Architect

 

Design Ecology

3714 Manchaca Road

Austin Texas 78704
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THE FIRST RULE OF

HYDRAULICS CLUB IS...

Jeromey Naugle / Premier Paradise, Inc.

What is there to be said about hydraulics that hasn’t already been said a million times? Who cares! I can pull up a chair 

and listen to anyone talk about hydraulics any time of day. If you build WaterShape’s for a living and you don’t obsess over 

hydraulics, it’s okay, you’ll get there. We all eventually get there...

The first rule of the Hydraulics Club is, you always talk about Hydraulics! One of the first applications in the building/

development stages and the life blood of your WaterShape for its entirety. Why not focus a majority of your planning time 

on what keeps this creation alive? Your hydraulics and equipment set will make or break the life of your WaterShape so 

always make hydraulic decisions with the utmost integrity. Never settle on line sizes because of budgets or mark ups. 

Design and install your hydraulics to meet the most stringent code requirements with a minimum 20% buffer to ensure 

you are protecting your clients as well as your company’s livelihood. 



Back to my opening statement regarding what isn’t talked about enough in hydraulics. How about concealing visual pipe 

penetrations, pipe colors and their applications and equipment sets that demand the photographer stop shooting the 

pool and start shooting it! Look at that, looks like I just created an outline for my article.

CONCEALING PIPE PENETRATIONS 

I cannot express to you how important it is to conceal your pipe penetrations! Be creative but be smart! I have seen 

people go to great lengths to try and conceal a fitting when in turn all they did was draw more attention to it. Think about 

the lines of your vessel, the view of the project from the client’s perspective, inside the home and out, the interior finish 

in the vessel and the desired water surface agitation. Do you want good surface agitation or a sheet of glass? The costs 

to do one or the other is massively different in comparison. 

Find and utilize what is best for each application. This is just as important as their pebble sheen finish or glass tile spa, 

and you know it will end up being seen in both. Well, that’s only if you didn’t plan accordingly. Toe kicks, plaster drains and 

fittings, colored PVC and false floors are just a few ways to hide or conceal fittings in your WaterShape. There is always an 

option so make sure you exhaust all resources before settling on an unattractive fitting location.  Remember, redesign is 

always an option. Never rule out a redesign! We do it all of the time, and every time we push ourselves to design a detail 

better than the concept before it.





PVC COLORS

“LMAO! It’s all buried underground dummy!” No not all of it. There are a couple of reasons I like to use multiple shades of 

color when it comes to PVC. Therapy jets, pool returns and overflow lines are just a few of the plumbing lines that we 

utilize colored PVC with. 

Although I am partial to a select few manufacturers and vendors, I do not use any therapy jet or return fittings currently 

on the market. They are unnecessary in almost every spa application I have ever designed or built. If anything, they are a 

hindrance and an eyesore. Instead, we utilize PVC that matches the interior finish. If it sounds simple, that is because it is. 

Simple and clean! The eye will not gravitate towards the fittings, instead it will allow your mind to enjoy the water reflection 

and organic nature of your perfectly designed WaterShape. 

EQUIPMENT SETS

This is my favorite place to design after the project is contracted. This area needs to be sized correctly for the equipment, 

serviceability and storage. Our firm will easily spend 75% of our plan development time on the equipment pad and 

hydraulics. We consider all of the following pertinent information:

1) Equipment service space needs.

2) Code clearance requirements.

3) Under pad utility sleeving for equipment and low voltage boxes.

4) Drainage

5) Underground multiple water feature valve boxes. 

These help to minimize congested equipment sets.

6) Chemical storage.

7) Miscellaneous storage.

8) Hose bibbs.

9) Misting systems.

These are just a few considerations and doesn’t begin 

to touch on overflowing vessels and enclosed room 

equipment sets. This is truly the heart of your vessel 

and it needs to be designed perfectly for the body of 

water it will be keeping alive. The only money you need 

to be concerned with saving on an equipment set is 

the money your saving your client because you’re 

designing them a hydraulically efficient WaterShape. 

Now please excuse me, we just got a shipment of 

IntelliFlo XF’s that I’m going to go stare at... 

Jeromey Naugle

Premier Paradise, Inc
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WAYDE KING ACRYLIC TANK MANUFACTURING

EXTREME POND OFF
WITH FIRE BY DESIGN

Bob Roman and the Fire by Design team were featured on a recent episode of “TANKED” on Animal Planet! 

The stars of TANKED and Acrylic Tank Manufacturers went head to head to create extreme ponds with 

special effects and custom designed fire features by the one of a kind, Fire by Design! The pond off heats up 

as Wayde drops into the Las Vegas warehouse to see what the team can cook up for his pond! 

Check out the full episode on Animal Planet- Season 10, Episode 10 “Extreme Pond Off!” and catch a cameo 

with creator and owner, Bob Roman! Thanks for sharing Wayde and Brett! 

Bob Roman takes us behind the scenes and shares this unique new creation to light up your outdoor 

landscapes and blaze a trail of the newest, hottest trends for your luxury living.

The team at Fire by Design created a custom burst flame sequence that they placed inside a Dodo bird for 

Wayde’s Extreme Pond. This sparked an exciting feature that can be used in a large variety of designs! The 

Fire by Design team is available to discuss custom features and any install assistance.  Contact the team 

today and get ready to start playing with fire!  



Specifications for Fire by Design 

Vulcan Fire Module 
With 

Burst Special Effect Feature 
 

 

 

 

Specifications 

- Power Source: 24 vac 
- Type of Ignition: 24 vac Hot Surface Igniter 
- Inlet / Outlet Size: 3/8” FIP 
- Gas Type:  Natural Gas or LP 
- Gas Pressure:  7” W.C. (NG) / 11” W.C. (LP) 
- Gas Output without Burst:  25K Btu/hr 
- Gas Output with Burst: 125K Btu/hr 
- Burst Sequence:  Random short and long 

Burner Section 

- Burner Tip 
- Hot Surface Igniter 
- (2) Thermopiles 

Ignition Control Section 

- Controller 
- 24 vac Solenoid Valve 

“Burst” Feature Gas Tube 

“Burst” Feature Gas Valve 



US Patent Pending 

Specifications for Fire by Design 

Battery Powered Electronic Ignition System 

 

 

 

 

Left to Right:   

Battery System, XHC AWEIS and HC AWEIS 

Specifications 

- Power Source: 3 AA Batteries 

- Battery Holder Spec:  IP68 / Waterproof to 3m depth 

- Total On/Off Cycles Expected: 1200 plus 

- Gas Type:  Natural Gas or LP 

- Gas Pressure:  7” W.C. (NG) / 11” W.C. (LP) 

- Maximum Gas Output: 290K Btu/hr 

- Type of Ignition: Direct Spark 

- Average Time to Ignition: 2 seconds 

- Main Valve Type:  Millivolt 

- Primary Power Source during Operation: Pilot Generator 

The flaming inferno of new products from Bob Roman and his team doesn’t stop there! He shares with us an 

exclusive inside look at this scorching battery operated system that can withstand wind, water and brings 

you an easy to use feature to light up your environment! Check out what’s under the hood of this one of a 

kind system. 
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I have been a devoted client of Mike West and 

company over at BBQ Island for the past 10 years. 

BBQ Island is the only vendor/supplier that I allow 

my clients to visit without me being present. I have 

complete faith in their entire team, at all 3 stores, 

that they will not only handle my clients with the 

same attention to detail Premier Paradise, Inc is 

known for, they will also ensure that my clients 

utilize the best and most necessary outdoor 

kitchen equipment to meet their needs. BBQ Island 

has now made my company even more efficient by 

allowing me to drop ship orders online This is not 

your average BBQ store!

Jeromey Naugle

Premier Paradise, Inc.



LOUNGE IN STYLE
ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT 

Ledge Lounger  introduces 

the latest must have outdoor 

accessories.... PLANTERS! 

Plants and landscaping are an essential piece when creating 

the perfect outdoor atmosphere. The Planters are available 

in stylish colors that coordinate with Ledge Lounger furniture 

and accessories. They feature a sleek minimalistic design, a 

self- draining system with optional plugs and are compatible 

with most self-watering systems. 

Planters are available in two shapes; round or square, and 

a variety of sizes to fit any preference. The high-quality 

Planters are designed to withstand the sun, weather, and 

chemicals of any outdoor aquatic area. Intended for on 

deck use to compliment your poolside designs and luxury 

landscapes.

The perfect addition to the NEW Sectional! 

Contact the Ledge Lounger Team and personalize your 

poolside!  

www.ledgeloungers.com





 

Globally Proven 
Construction Solutions

*See Data Sheet 230.99 for complete warranty information.  *United States Patent No.: 6784229 B2 (and other Patents) ^When mixed with PERMACOLOR® Select Base. †Sherwin-Williams and Benjamin Moore have no involvement with this program. 

 A-8223-0517  ©2017 LATICRETE International, Inc. All trademarks shown are the intellectual properties of their respective owners.

Anti-Microbial Technology
Equipped with

T E C H N O L O G Y

  EQUIPPED WITH

 STONETECH®
 

SEALER

^

n  Fast custom ordering – made and shipped in less than two weeks  
n  Never needs sealing – equipped with STONETECH

®

 Sealer Technology
n  Also available in 80 stocked colors, including all 40 LATICRETE

®

  
colors and the top selling competitor colors

  Pool tiles come in thousands of colors.
Now your grout does too.  

With PERMACOLOR® Select ANYCOLOR™ ,  
we can match your grout to over 10,000  
colors available in the Benjamin Moore®†  

and Sherwin-Williams®† palettes.  
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#TEAMTRIBUTARY 
MONKEY ISLAND

Design: LORAX Design Group

Contractor: Thrasher Pool & Spa

Tile Installation: AlpenTile

Form Work: Edwards Pool Construction

Hydraulics & Plumbing: Premier Paradise & Jmax

Furniture: Ledge Lounger

Glass Tile: Oceanside

Interior Finish: PebbleTec

Photography: Jimi Smith







THE DREAM TEAM

by Kurt Kraisinger

Overlooking the Grand Lake O’ the Cherokees, Monkey Island is a water-side property situated in the foothills 

of the Ozark Mountains.   The prairie-style home was built several decades ago and its definitive style laid 

the groundwork for our pool and patio design.  While the existing home had a rectangular standard waterline 

pool and built-in spa, our main objective became clear when we discovered that the home owner wanted to 

capitalize on the water views with a well-placed infinity edge pool.  Instead of converting the current pool, 

we created a brand-new design, incorporating the home’s pronounced geometry and a pool aligned with the 

water’s edge.  The geometry is repeated in the fire feature.   Its unique shape intersects with two existing 

columns from the home roofline—the way the columns integrate into the pool deck creates an outdoor room 

and repeats the chevron angle that is visible in the home’s roofline.   

We carried the home’s angles into the main pool deck and as the pool deck edges toward the water, both the 

shapes and material selections become increasingly organic.  Angles transition into rounded curves and the 

dimensional cut paving transitions into irregular slabs of sandstone flag.  The second-tier patio, adjacent to 

the infinity edge, is a perfect location for sunbathing.   We placed the all-glass perimeter overflow spa on a 

separate promenade, with more magnificent views over the lake.  The spa comfortably seats 10 people and 

becomes a stand-out design element.  

In addition to the pool and spa, our design included a pool house, large pump room and bathroom.   The 

pump room is hidden by landscaping.  A nearby platform supports the outdoor pergola, creating shade with a 

woven tapestry of fabric.  Our design also includes an outdoor kitchen, pizza oven and a bar.  On the farthest 

peninsula of the project is a wood-burning fire pit.   





THERE IS NO OFF SEASON PART 2

by Chris Fogleman

“The best part about this project was how everything 

came together, we learned so much from working as a 

team- and really put our best effort into this, so that 

each piece of the puzzle came together to create 

the vision perfectly! Working as a team was such an 

amazing experience- from our demanding work to 

dealing with climate changes, to bringing together 

this talented team so that everyone could exceed the 

client’s expectations, to enjoying the time we were 

able to spend together!” 

The Spa was a customized design- created specifically 

for the client based on his height- we created reclined 

seats for comfort to include a sloped back to hold you 

into the seats and maximize the therapy jets. The 

Hydraulics required to create this customized design 

was nothing short of genius! We tapped into Jeromey 

Naugle of Premier Paradise for his expert advice! The 

Perimeter overflow spa has over 32 jets and required 

a gravity fed line to create an effortless hydraulic 

system. Justin Bowie of J.Max Plumbing based in 

Arizona was called in to work his magic and create two 

surge tanks that we concealed under the bar area in 

the equipment room. Steve Edwards of Edwards Pool 

Construction, based in Kansas City came in to assist 

on the forming. This Hydraulic team was hard at work 

to create the customized specifics, along with a unique 

design quality to hide all the fittings and not to disturb 

the look of the mosaic tile.

Tile Installation: AlpenTile



Kraisinger and I started this project with customized elements from the beginning! We flew out to California to 

create a custom gradient blend with Oceanside Glass Tile for all the glass tile needs. This Gradient blend is 

a superb fit for the changing atmosphere of the Grand Ole’Lake- creating different hues as the sky changes. 

Luke and Amy Denny of Alpentile, who are true artists; always create a finished product that never fails to 

make the work look like a Rockstar! Their attention to detail is on an artistic level that is truly magnificent! 

The finishing touches added by Pebble Tec to create a Midnight Blue to match the watercolors of the Lake, 

and accessorized by Ledge Loungers is what truly brought this project together to create a mastermind of 

products and artists. We are extremely proud of this project and it has amplified our continued motivation to 

create as a team. Bringing together talents across the country has been an unforgettable experience! There 

truly is no off season when you can control your climate and work within any element to bring to life a master 

design! Traveling to build projects and work with many different artists will always present its own set of 

obstacles- and these are exactly the type of challenges that I enjoy most to rise to the occasion! This Dream 

Team created a stunning project and made the work fun & exciting! Thanks to everyone involved! 

Chris Fogleman of Thrasher Pools and Spas worked as the Lead Contractor on this amazing Master Plan 

Design by Kurt Kraisinger of Lorax Design Group.

“We were very lucky to be a part of this project and work with such talented 

designers and builders in such a beautiful place. Plumbing and hydraulics were a 

big focus in this build and it was built without compromise. Because of that, you 

would never know that just under your feet so much is happening to make these 

beautiful vanishing edges flow with ease “ - Justin Bowie of JMax Plumbing 



Tile Installation: AlpenTile



Tile Installation: AlpenTile
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

FALL TOUR 
PHOENIX, OCTOBER 4TH-6TH 

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN! 

ASLA SHOW WITH OCEANSIDE GLASS TILE! 

LOS ANGELES, OCTOBER 20-23 

WINTER TOUR 

HOUSTON, JANUARY 17-20  




